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“Sawadee Khap” from Thailand!

Or merely “hello” for the rest of us! And now that you’re in the mood, please join Drew
and Harriette on their adventures in Bangkok Thailand for the 21st Asian Credit Union
Development Education Program!

After the success of last year’s visit to Thailand for the DE program by Paul Rosta and
Rubie Tran, everyone at Select Encompass Credit Union was excited for the next
opportunity and eagerly submitting their applications to be selected. Harriette Williams
and Drew Garratt were the lucky two who were chosen to go on this adventure of a
lifetime! As it turns out, it was nothing short of an honour and a privilege to meet the
people we met and experience all the wonders of both Bangkok and the DE course itself.
Thank you to our major sponsor Allianz, we are forever grateful.



A couple days before the DE course started, Drew and
Harriette arrived in Bangkok ready to become acquainted
with all the exciting experiences this city has to offer. As

recommended to us by a
number of people, we
started out by going on the
‘Follow Me’ bike tour around
Bangkok. This bike ride took
us through some rather
authentic parts of town,
across a river and into a
beautiful oasis of green trees
and genuine serenity from
the hustle and bustle of the city. Within this oasis we came
across the floating markets and enjoyed wandering through
and seeing all the crazy things for sale!



We also explored the nightlife in Bangkok, which included rooftop bars and tuk tuk rides!
Tuk tuks probably aren’t the cheapest or safest way to get around but they’re certainly a
fun experience to add to the adventure and worth having a go on at least once! As you
can see in the photo that was taken the next morning, some of the tuk tuk drivers are
very friendly and up for a chat and a picture.



Bangkok still has Maccas and
KFC if that’s your guilty pleasure
but you’re definitely relying on
the logos to find them! We taste
tested them both… only just to
make sure they tasted the same
as Australia, of course!

It was then on to the Sky Place, which was our accommodation throughout the time we
did the DE course. It was in the Suan Luang District about 20 minutes’ drive east of the
city. Unless, of course, you hit Bangkok peak hour traffic. If that happened you might
need to give yourself another 20 minutes!

Each day after breakfast at our apartment we would walk down to the main road, along
to the walk bridge, across the bridge and into the U-Tower. The U-Tower is a large office
building and the Association of Asian Confederation of Credit Unions (ACCU) were
located on the 8th floor.

This year in June was the 21st batch! Throughout the 20 DE programs that had gone
before us we were told that 615 DE’s had graduated. For this batch there were 35 new
students from 9 different countries. The countries represented were: Australia, England,
Indonesia, Kenya, Nepal, New Zealand, Philippines, Thailand and Wales. We were split
into 5 teams for the duration of the course and there were 5 mentors there, one to
support each team. We were so blessed to have the mentors there as they were all so
passionate about the work that credit unions do around the world and they were each
there to be both our friend and our guide.



We learned how to say “hello” in everyone’s language and Sir Ranjith wrote them all up
on the board for us to see. Throughout the course all 5 of the mentors presented,
teaching us about the different aspects and challenges of our industry around the world,
as well as challenging us to take action in our own context where we have influence. We
learned about the challenge of not being regulated and we learned about the challenge
of being regulated! Both have their pros and cons which was interesting to explore.

We learned about the importance of good communication skills through a series of
activities we did. With so many different languages and cultures crossing over within our
industry and also just the cross over from management to other staff within an
organisation, it became apparent that we often make a lot of assumptions about what
other people mean without realising that our assumptions are completely wrong!

They had us up speaking in front of people on day 1 and then, bar the excursion day,
every day after that! This included the last day where we got to practice what we’d
learned and speak in front of everyone. There was also a focus on the United Nations’ 17
Sustainable Development Goals and how many of them specifically related to credit
unions and what we stand for.

And on one day, as alluded to earlier, we went on excursion with the whole group and
got to experience some local cuisine, shopping and entertainment as well as a very
educational visit to one of Thailand’s biggest credit unions, or as they call it,
cooperatives. We had the unique privilege of meeting their board of directors and sitting
in their board room and learning about their history and what has brought them success
as a cooperative. It felt like we were in a mini version of parliament! Check out the
photos!



Besides all the things we learned and experienced in and through the course material,
we got to meet some truly incredible people. The chance to meet and make friends with
people that we would never normally come across was a highlight. It was beautifully set
up that while we came from many different backgrounds and roles in our organisations,
we met in Bangkok as equals, ready to share and learn from each other whether we
were a CEO or an MSO. Not knowing your teammates’ job descriptions was a great way
to help us bond and remove any divide.

English, while spoken well by almost everyone, was a second language to most people
there and so it kept our conversations sincere and down to earth. There was a great mix
of age groups too which allowed us younger ones to hear many stories of people who
have had tough lives and uncertain futures but decided to go the credit union way
because the values represented who they were more than the money they could make
somewhere else and so they have stuck it out and remain faithful to the cooperative
cause because they truly love to serve their members.



One such story that exemplified these things was that of Marj from the Philippines. She
is a softly spoken and humble young lady who spoke with confidence and clarity on the
last day as she shared her story with the group. We’d like to share her story with you
too:

I am a middle child who was raised from a family
who’s not financially well-off. Though there were
difficulties, our parents made sure that we got
the best of education. My eldest brother and I
were able to finish college and start a career in
our respective fields, however he had a serious health problem, which
added to our expenses. Because of that, I needed to give up my job as a
teacher to find other work that offered a higher compensation to support
the family expenses including my youngest sister’s education as she was in
college then taking up nursing. I worked then in the booming industry of
BPO (third-party outsourcing), adjusting to a totally different work setup
in terms of the graveyard shifts, and I was benefitted with a very
promising compensation package. For a while I was happy because I got to
support our family’s expenses even more and I was content because that’s
the very core of my existence – to provide for my family and make their
lives easy.

There came a point though that I felt I was misled with my purpose,
because due to my work, my time spent with the family was limited since
we followed different work schedules. I no longer got to spend weekends,
holidays and other special occasions with them since I needed to go to
work. Come 2012, an opportunity to work for ACDI Multipurpose
Cooperative came and I accepted it hoping that I would have normal
working hours again.

Working in a cooperative as large as ACDI and being under the
management of retired military officers was not that easy as our job
entails too much work to accomplish it all. There were even instances that

my father wanted me to give up the career,
but I always refused, because no matter how
difficult it may seem, working in a cooperative
and knowing that I am doing something for
the love of the cooperative movement, at the
end of the day, it makes me genuinely happy.



Many of their stories and just their lives really, were humbling for us to hear. When you
realise that the new friend you’ve made earns Pesos that are worth so little in Australia
that they could probably never afford to visit you, it really makes you realise how much
you take for granted and aren’t thankful enough for. The truth is that your new friend,
who has a similar job to you, while equal to you as a human being, is not equal to you
financially because of the world we live in. It’s hard to think about that and it’s a hard
truth to stop and meditate on and accept. It does, however, make you realise how
blessed you are to call Australia home.

As our time drew to a close it was bittersweet for the ACCU staff as they announced that
due to rising prices they would have to move from their premises. This meant that our
group, batch 21, would be the last group to do the DE course in the U-Tower, which they
have called home for so many years.

As we farewell the U-Tower, all our new credit union friends, the never ending night
markets, the heat, the smell, even the crazy tuk tuk drivers and Bangkok itself, we would
like to thank Allianz Insurance, the Australian Mutuals Foundation and Select Encompass
Credit Union for making it all possible and for enriching our lives both personally and also
as a member of a community where we know we can make a difference.


